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The Monstrous New Art reveals the depth of medieval composers' engagement with monstrous and hybrid creatures and
ideas.
When Richard Rumelt's Good Strategy/Bad Strategy was published in 2011, it immediately struck a chord, calling out as bad
strategy the mish-mash of pop culture, motivational slogans and business buzz speak so often and misleadingly masquerading
as the real thing. Since then, his original and pragmatic ideas have won fans around the world and continue to help readers
to recognise and avoid the elements of bad strategy and adopt good, action-oriented strategies that honestly acknowledge the
challenges being faced and offer straightforward approaches to overcoming them. Strategy should not be equated with
ambition, leadership, vision or planning; rather, it is coherent action backed by an argument. For Rumelt, the heart of good
strategy is insight into the hidden power in any situation, and into an appropriate response - whether launching a new
product, fighting a war or putting a man on the moon. Drawing on examples of the good and the bad from across all sectors
and all ages, he shows how this insight can be cultivated with a wide variety of tools that lead to better thinking and better
strategy, strategy that cuts through the hype and gets results.
The Giver, the 1994 Newbery Medal winner, has become one of the most influential novels of our time. The haunting story
centers on twelve-year-old Jonas, who lives in a seemingly ideal, if colorless, world of conformity and contentment. Not until
he is given his life assignment as the Receiver of Memory does he begin to understand the dark, complex secrets behind his
fragile community. This movie tie-in edition features cover art from the movie and exclusive Q&A with members of the cast,
including Taylor Swift, Brenton Thwaites and Cameron Monaghan.
The multiple-award-winning science fiction master returns to the universe that is his greatest triumph--the world of Hyperion
and The Fall of Hyperion --with a novel even more magnificent than its predecessors. Dan Simmons's Hyperion was an
immediate sensation on its first publication in 1989. This staggering multifaceted tale of the far future heralded the conquest
of the science fiction field by a man who had already won the World Fantasy Award for his first novel (Song of Kali) and had
also published one of the most well-received horror novels in the field, Carrion Comfort. Hyperion went on to win the Hugo
Award as Best Novel, and it and its companion volume, The Fall of Hyperion, took their rightful places in the science fiction
pantheon of new classics. Now, six years later, Simmons returns to this richly imagined world of technological achievement,
excitement, wonder and fear. Endymion is a story about love and memory, triumph and terror--an instant candidate for the
field's highest honors.
The Culture Map (INTL ED)
Encore Provence
The Monstrous New Art
The Medieval Saga
Blockchain for Smart Cities
Bébé Day by Day
An international business expert helps you understand and navigate cultural differences in this insightful and practical guide,
perfect for both your work and personal life. Americans precede anything negative with three nice comments; French, Dutch,
Israelis, and Germans get straight to the point; Latin Americans and Asians are steeped in hierarchy; Scandinavians think the
best boss is just one of the crowd. It's no surprise that when they try and talk to each other, chaos breaks out. In The Culture
Map, INSEAD professor Erin Meyer is your guide through this subtle, sometimes treacherous terrain in which people from
starkly different backgrounds are expected to work harmoniously together. She provides a field-tested model for decoding how
cultural differences impact international business, and combines a smart analytical framework with practical, actionable
advice.
Elizabeth Martin explores the impact of globalization on the language of French advertising, showing that English and global
imagery play an important role in tailoring global campaigns to the French market, with media companies undeterred by the
attempts through legislation to curb language mixing in the media.
Bethany C. Morrow's A Song Below Water is the story for today’s readers — a captivating modern fantasy about Black sirens,
friendship, and self-discovery set against the challenges of today's racism and sexism. In a society determined to keep her
under lock and key, Tavia must hide her siren powers. Meanwhile, Effie is fighting her own family struggles, pitted against
literal demons from her past. Together, these best friends must navigate through the perils of high school’s junior year. But
everything changes in the aftermath of a siren murder trial that rocks the nation, and Tavia accidentally lets out her magical
voice at the worst possible moment. Soon, nothing in Portland, Oregon, seems safe. To save themselves from drowning, it’s
only Tavia and Effie’s unbreakable sisterhood that proves to be the strongest magic of all. "It's beautiful and it's
brilliant.”--Jason Reynolds, #1 New York Times bestselling author and National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature “An
enthralling tale of Black girl magic and searing social commentary ready to rattle the bones.” — Dhonielle Clayton, New York
Times bestselling author of The Belles At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
From the award-winning author of Babyji comes an utterly seductive tale of an aging writer whose involvement with a young
woman forces him to face the eternal question of love. Prem Rustum, a famous but reclusive Indian author, has spent most of
his life consumed with writing. Feeling the weight of his seventy-five years, he resolves to put down his pen and live a little. He
ventures online where he finds Maya, an aspiring young novelist who has boldly posted her admiration for Prem's work.
Captivated by her charm, Prem decides on impulse to join her in the City of Light. During the summer that follows, Maya brings
Prem into direct confrontation with his mortality and desires through the awakening of new longings and the rekindling of old
ones. Written with sureness of style and tempo, That Summer in Paris reflects on how art informs love, and love, literature.
Proceedings of the Third TRON Project Symposium
English and Global Imagery in French Advertising
Crossing Borders, Crossing Cultures
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec: Images of the 1890s
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That Summer in Paris
Ulysses
Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences was first conceived, published, and disseminated by the Center for
Information and Numerical Data Analysis and Synthesis (CINDAS) * at Purdue University in 1 957, starting its coverage of
theses with the academic year 1955. Beginning with Volume 13, the printing and dissemination phases of the activity were
transferred to University Microfilms/Xerox of Ann Arbor, Michigan, with the thought that such an arrangement would be
more beneficial to the academic and general scientific and technical community. After five years of this joint undertaking we
had concluded that it was in the interest of all con cerned if the printing and distribution of the volumes were handled by an
interna tional publishing house to assure improved service and broader dissemination. Hence, starting with Volume 18,
Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences has been disseminated on a worldwide basis by Plenum Publishing Cor
poration of New York, and in the same year the coverage was broadened to include Canadian universities. All back issues can
also be ordered from Plenum. We have reported in Volume 28 (thesis year 1 983) a total of 10,661 theses titles from 26
Canadian and 197 United States universities. We are sure that this broader base for these titles reported will greatly enhance
the value of this important annual reference work. While Volume 28 reports theses submitted in-1983, on occasion, certain
univer sities do report theses submitted in previous years but not reported at the time.
Sharon Farmer here investigates the ways in which three medieval communities—the town of Tours, the basilica of SaintMartin there, and the abbey of Marmoutier nearby—all defined themselves through the cult of Saint Martin. She
demonstrates how in the early Middle Ages the bishops of Tours used the cult of Martin, their fourthcentury predecessor, to
shape an idealized image of Tours as Martin's town. As the heirs to Martin's see, the bishops projected themselves as the
rightful leaders of the community. However, in the late eleventh century, she shows, the canons of Saint-Martin (where the
saint's relics resided) and the monks of Marmoutier (which Martin had founded) took control of the cult and produced new
legends and rituals to strengthen their corporate interests. Since the basilica and the abbey differed in their spiritualities,
structures, and external ties, the canons and monks elaborated and manipulated Martin's cult in quite different ways. Farmer
shows how one saint's cult lent itself to these varying uses, and analyzes the strikingly dissimilar Martins that emerged. Her
skillful inquiry into the relationship between group identity and cultural expression illuminates the degree to which culture is
contested territory. Farmer's rich blend of social history and hagiography will appeal to a wide range of medievalists, cultural
anthropologists, religious historians, and urban historians.
This book presents a picture focused on the T'ang period, one of China's acknowledged golden ages. Within a looser web of
globalization, the T'ang period and its dynamics offers a distant mirror of our own time. An argument in world history may
thus cast light on issues in contemporary politics.
Tobacco use among youth and young adults in any form, including e-cigarettes, is not safe. In recent years, e-cigarette use by
youth and young adults has increased at an alarming rate. E-cigarettes are now the most commonly used tobacco product
among youth in the United States. This timely report highlights the rapidly changing patterns of e-cigarette use among youth
and young adults, assesses what we know about the health effects of using these products, and describes strategies that
tobacco companies use to recruit our nation's youth and young adults to try and continue using e-cigarettes. The report also
outlines interventions that can be adopted to minimize the harm these products cause to our nation's youth.E-cigarettes are
tobacco products that deliver nicotine. Nicotine is a highly addictive substance, and many of today's youth who are using ecigarettes could become tomorrow's cigarette smokers. Nicotine exposure can also harm brain development in ways that may
affect the health and mental health of our kids.E-cigarette use among youth and young adults is associated with the use of
other tobacco products, including conventional cigarettes. Because most tobacco use is established during adolescence,
actions to prevent our nation's young people from the potential of a lifetime of nicotine addiction are critical.E-cigarette
companies appear to be using many of the advertising tactics the tobacco industry used to persuade a new generation of
young people to use their products. Companies are promoting their products through television and radio advertisements
that use celebrities, sexual content, and claims of independence to glamorize these addictive products and make them
appealing to young people.
100 Keys to French Parenting
Edutainment Technologies. Educational Games and Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality Applications
Language and Culture in Eighteenth-century Russia
The difference and why it matters
The Rise of the East in World History
The Ultimate French Review and Practice, Premium Fourth Edition

This anthology of international scholarship offers new critical approaches to the study of the many manifestations of the
paranormal in the Middle Ages. The guiding principle of the collection is to depart from symbolic or reductionist readings
of the subject matter in favor of focusing on the paranormal as human experience and, essentially, on how these
experiences are defined by the sources. The authors work with a variety of medieval Icelandic textual sources, including
family sagas, legendary sagas, romances, poetry, hagiography and miracles, exploring the diversity of paranormal
activity in the medieval North. This volume questions all previous definitions of the subject matter, most decisively the
idea of saga realism, and opens up new avenues in saga research.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference on E-learning and Games,
Edutainment 2011, held in Taipeh, Taiwan, in September 2011. The 42 full papers were carefully reviewed and selected
from 130 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on: augemented and mixed reality in education;
effectiveness of virtual reality for education; ubiquituous games and ubiquitous technology & learning; future classroom; ereader and multi-touch; learning performance and achievement; learning by playing; game design and development;
game-based learning/training; interactions in games; digital museum and technology, and behavior in games; educational
robots and toys; e-learning platforms and tools; game engine/rendering/animations; game-assisted language learning;
learning with robots and robotics education; e-portfolio and ICT-enhanced learning; game-based testing and assessment;
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trend, development and learning process of educational mini games; VR and edutainment.
Polyphony associated with the Parisian cathedral of Notre Dame marks a historical turning point in medieval music. Yet a
lack of analytical or theoretical systems has discouraged close study of twelfth- and thirteenth-century musical objects,
despite the fact that such creations represent the beginnings of musical composition as we know it. Is musical analysis
possible for such medieval repertoires? Catherine A. Bradley demonstrates that it is, presenting new methodologies to
illuminate processes of musical and poetic creation, from monophonic plainchant and vernacular French songs, to
polyphonic organa, clausulae, and motets in both Latin and French. This book engages with questions of text-music
relationships, liturgy, and the development of notational technologies, exploring concepts of authorship and originality as
well as practices of citation and musical reworking.
A great deal has been written about primates; however few volumes have focused on an entire community of sympatric
monkeys at a single site. Drawing upon diverse sets of data, the authors provide a multi-thematic case study of the entire
monkey community of the Taï forest (Ivory Coast). Much of the book explores how the seven monkey species have
adapted to hunting pressures from chimpanzees, leopards, crowned eagles and humans. Other themes covered include
feeding ecology, social behaviour, positional behaviour and habitat use, vocal communication and conservation. Colour
photographs of all species are provided, showing the major behavioural characteristics of each, as little is known about
these West African monkeys. This scientifically important volume will be of interest to a broad audience including
primatologists, functional anatomists, psychologists, and behavioural ecologists.
On the Technological Transmission of Cultural Forms
Haitian Creole-English Dictionary
Legend and Ritual in Medieval Tours
Prints Abound
Everyman
Decoding How People Think, Lead, and Get Things Done Across Cultures

This volume explores the challenges and possibilities of research into the European dimensions of popular print culture. Popular print culture has
traditionally been studied with a national focus. Recent research has revealed, however, that popular print culture has many European dimensions
and shared features. A group of specialists in the field has started to explore the possibilities and challenges of research on a wide, European scale.
This volume contains the first overview and analysis of the different approaches, methodologies and sources that will stimulate and facilitate
future comparative research. This volume first addresses the benefits of a media-driven approach, focussing on processes of content recycling,
interactions between text and image, processes of production and consumption. A second perspective illuminates the distribution and markets for
popular print, discussing audiences, prices and collections. A third dimension refers to the transnational dimensions of genres, stories, and
narratives. A last perspective unravels the communicative strategies and dynamics behind European bestsellers. This book is a source of
inspiration for everyone who is interested in research into transnational cultural exchange and in the fascinating history of popular print culture
in Europe.
Focusing on different tools, platforms, and techniques, Blockchain and the Smart City: Infrastructure and Implementation uses case studies from
around the world to examine blockchain deployment in diverse smart city applications. The book begins by examining the fundamental theories
and concepts of blockchain. It looks at key smart cities’ domains such as banking, insurance, healthcare, and supply chain management. It
examines Using case studies for each domain, the book looks at payment mechanisms, fog/edge computing, green computing, and algorithms and
consensus mechanisms for smart cities implementation. It looks at tools such as Hyperledger, Etherium, Corda, IBM Blockchain, Hydrachain, as
well as policies and regulatory standards, applications, solutions, and methodologies. While exploring future blockchain ecosystems for smart and
sustainable city life, the book concludes with the research challenges and opportunities academics, researchers, and companies in implementing
blockchain applications. Independently organized chapters for greater readability, adaptability, and flexibility Examines numerous issues from
multiple perspectives and academic and industry experts Explores both advances and challenges of cutting-edge technologies Coverage of security,
trust, and privacy issues in smart cities
Almost 4 years have elapsed since Dr. Ken Sakamura of The University of Tokyo first proposed the TRON (the realtime operating system nucleus)
concept and 18 months since the foundation of the TRON Association on 16 June 1986. Members of the Association from Japan and overseas
currently exceed 80 corporations. The TRON concept, as advocated by Dr. Ken Sakamura, is concerned with the problem of interaction between
man and the computer (the man-machine inter face), which had not previously been given a great deal of attention. Dr. Sakamura has gone back
to basics to create a new and complete cultural environment relative to computers and envisage a role for computers which will truly benefit
mankind. This concept has indeed caused a stir in the computer field. The scope of the research work involved was initially regarded as being so
extensive and diverse that the completion of activities was scheduled for the 1990s. However, I am happy to note that the enthusiasm expressed by
individuals and organizations both within and outside Japan has permitted acceleration of the research and development activities. It is to be
hoped that the presentations of the Third TRON Project Symposium will further the progress toward the creation of a computer environment that
will be compatible with the aspirations of mankind.
The most comprehensive way to learn French – with seven bestselling books in one! Drawn from seven workbooks from the bestselling Practice
Makes Perfect series, this powerhouse volume features all the knowledge and practice you need to master French. With Practice Makes Perfect:
Complete French All-in-One, you will build your French vocabulary, straighten out your sentences, overcome your fear of verb tenses, master the
intricacies of grammar, and much more. This value-packed workbook covers all the facets of French and offers thorough explanations that are
reinforced by hundreds of hands-on practice exercises. You will, or course, get plenty of practice, practice, practice using all your new French
skills. Whether you are learning on your own or taking a beginning French class, Practice Makes Perfect: Complete French All-in-One will help
you master French in no time at all. Annie Heminway, editor, teaches grammar, creative writing, translation, African cinema, and classic and
Francophone literature at the SCPS of New York University. She is also a translator and an editor for Francophone publishers. In 2006 she was
awarded the Chevalier de L’Ordre des Palmes Académiques by the French government in recognition of her work in promoting the study of
French. THE BONUS APP THAT ACCOMPANIES THIS BOOK PROVIDES: ? FLASHCARDS to aid memorization of all vocabulary items?
STREAMING AUDIO for hundreds of exercise answers to model your pronunciation? PROGRESS TRACKER to assess your progress Practice
Makes Perfect: Complete French All-in-One helps you: ? Learn French vocabulary? Get a solid grasp on grammar? Determine when to use
different verb tenses? Master spelling and punctuate rules? Converse confidently in your new language? Build correct sentence structures
Sense por
A Novel
E-Cigarette Use Among Youth and Young Adults: a Report of the Surgeon General
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Practice Makes Perfect Complete French Grammar, Premium Third Edition
A Song Below Water
The Giver Movie Tie-In Edition

Towards the end of the 19th century, printmaking exploded with creative energy in France. Prints
Abound should fascinate art lovers, collectors, historians and anyone interested in an important period of
French culture. This book explores the artistic, economic, commercial and cultural circumstances of
1890s Paris, and covers artists such as Pierre Bonnard, Edouard Vuillard, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,
Paul Gaugin and Odilon Redon.
The most popular French-language guide now has app-based audio to improve your pronunciation and
listening skills With The Ultimate French Review and Practice, you’ll master French the best possible
way—through a combination of review, practice, and listening to real French speakers. Every grammatical
concept is illustrated with lively examples, all complemented by hands-on exercises that drive home
lessons learned. The Ultimate French Review and Practice features: •400+ exercises with scene-setting
instructions in French•Pre- and post-tests that help you identify strengths/weaknesses and assess
progress •Flashcards for all vocabulary lists, with quiz format to test memorization•Streaming audio
exercises enhance the learning process
À la carte wisdom from the international bestseller Bringing up Bébé In BRINGING UP BÉBÉ, journalist
and mother Pamela Druckerman investigated a society of good sleepers, gourmet eaters, and mostly calm
parents. She set out to learn how the French achieve all this, while telling the story of her own young
family in Paris. BÉBÉ DAY BY DAY distills the lessons of BRINGING UP BÉBÉ into an easy-to-read guide
for parents and caregivers. How do you teach your child patience? How do you get him to like broccoli?
How do you encourage your baby to sleep through the night? How can you have a child and still have a
life? Alongside these time-tested lessons of French parenting are favorite recipes straight from the
menus of the Parisian crèche and winsome drawings by acclaimed French illustrator Margaux Motin.
Witty, pithy and brimming with common sense, BÉBÉ DAY BY DAY offers a mix of practical tips and
guiding principles, to help parents find their own way.
Master grammar with the bestselling workbook for learners of French Practice Makes Perfect: Complete
French Grammar is the go-to guide for clear, precise explanations of all aspects of French grammar: from
the present tense of regular verbs to direct object pronouns, from the differences between savoir and
connaître to the use of pronouns y and en. This comprehensive guide will also give you plenty of practice
in using your language skills. And this new edition is accompanied by flashcards and audio recordings,
available online and via app, that will provide a new dimension and flexibility to your study. THIS BOOK
MAKES MASTERING GRAMMAR EASY WITH: • Clear, down-to-earth, easy-to-follow explanations that
make even the most complex principles easy to understand • More than 350 exercises, with a detailed
answer key for each progress checks • Example sentences that illustrate and clarify each grammatical
point • Practical and high-frequency vocabulary used throughout
A Morality Play
TRON Project 1987 Open-Architecture Computer Systems
Current Trends in Textlinguistics
Practice Makes Perfect: Complete French All-in-One, Premium Second Edition
Paris in the 1890s : from the Collections of Virginia and Ira Jackson and the National Gallery of Art
Monkeys of the Taï Forest
In his most delightful foray into the wonders of Provençal life, Peter Mayle returns to France and puts behind him cholesterol worries,
shopping by phone, California wines, and other concerns that plagued him after too much time away. In Encore Provence, Mayle gives us a
glimpse into the secrets of the truffle trade, a parfumerie lesson on the delicacies of scent, an exploration of the genetic effects of 2,000 years
of foie gras, and a small-town murder mystery that reads like the best fiction. Here, too, are Mayle's latest tips on where to find the best
honey, cheese, or chambre d'hìte the region has to offer. Lyric, insightful, sparkling with detail, Encore Provence brings us a land where the
smell of thyme in the fields or the glory of a leisurely lunch is no less than inspiring.
Spanning a millennium of musical history, this monumental volume brings together nearly forty leading authorities to survey the music of
Western Europe in the Middle Ages. All of the major aspects of medieval music are considered, making use of the latest research and
thinking to discuss everything from the earliest genres of chant, through the music of the liturgy, to the riches of the vernacular song of the
trouvères and troubadours. Alongside this account of the core repertory of monophony, The Cambridge History of Medieval Music tells the
story of the birth of polyphonic music, and studies the genres of organum, conductus, motet and polyphonic song. Key composers of the
period are introduced, such as Leoninus, Perotinus, Adam de la Halle, Philippe de Vitry and Guillaume de Machaut, and other chapters
examine topics ranging from musical theory and performance to institutions, culture and collections.
Written in the thirteenth century, the Icelandic prose sagas, chronicling the lives of kings and commoners, give a dramatic account of the first
century after the settlement of Iceland—the period from about 930 to 1050. To some extent these elaborate tales are written versions of
traditional sagas passed down by word of mouth. How did they become the long and polished literary works that are still read today? The
evolution of the written sagas is commonly regarded as an anomalous phenomenon, distinct from contemporary developments in European
literature. In this groundbreaking study, Carol J. Clover challenges this view and relates the rise of imaginative prose in Iceland directly to the
rise of imaginative prose on the Continent. Analyzing the narrative structure and composition of the sagas and comparing them with other
medieval works, Clover shows that the Icelandic authors, using Continental models, owe the prose form of their writings, as well as some
basic narrative strategies, to Latin historiography and to French romance.
In this volume R.gis Debray sums up over a decade of his research and writing on the evolution of subjects of communication and the
technologically transmitted interventions of the modern intelligentsia in France. Media Manifestos announces the battle-readiness of a new
sub-discipline of the sciences humaines: "medialogy." Scion of that semiology of the sixties linked with the names of Roland Barthes and
Umberto Eco.and affiliated trans-Atlantically to the semiotics of C.S. Pierce and media analyses of Marshall McLuhan ("media is
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message")."mediology" is in dialectical revolt against its parent thought-system. Determined not to lapse back into the uncritical empiricism
and psychologism with which semiology broke, mediology is just as resolved to dispel the cult or illusion of the signifier as the be-all-and-endall, slough off the scholasticism of the code, and recover the world.in all its mediatized materiality. In this enterprise its ally is the work of
French historians of mentalit.s, of the hard and evolutionary sciences, and of the technologies of transmission (from stylus and clay to quill
and parchment to press and paper to mouse and screen). Written with Debray's customary brio, Media Manifestos is no mere contribution to
the vogue of "media studies." It remains steeped in the intellectual culture of Louis Althusser and Michel Foucault, indebted to the neolithic
anthropology of Leroi-Gourhan and the study of science and technology of Serres and Latour, informed by the material histories of the
Annales school, yet plugged into the audiovisual culture of today's "videosphere" (as against the printerly "graphosphere" of yesterday, and
the scriptorly "logosphere" of the day before that). Debray's work turns a neologism ("mediology") into a tool-kit with which to rethink the
whole business of mediation from the city-state to the internet.
An African Primate Community
The Diall of Princes
Popular Print in Europe (1450–1900)
The Cambridge History of Medieval Music
Accepted by Colleges and Universities of the United States and Canada Volume 28
The Friends of Wine
VALENTA, TENAÇ I DISCIPLINADA Gisela Pulido ha vençut amb força i desimboltura totes les barreres que ha trobat des que als deu anys
va guanyar el primer dels seus vuit títols de campiona del món del kitesurf. Una mirada descarada, una ambició inesgotable i la pell de
neoprè impregnen aquestes pàgines d'experiències al límit i talent ben explotat per construr el perfil d'una guanyadora eterna, tant en l'esport
com en la vida.
One of the most important studies ever published on eighteenth-century Russia, Victor Zhivovs Language and Culture in Eighteenth-Century
Russia now brings an essential work on the genesis of modern Russian culture to a wider, English-speaking audience. Historians and
students of Russian culture agree that the creation of a Russian literary language was key to the formation of a modern secular culture, and
Zhivovs book traces the growth of a vernacular language from the hybrid Slavonic of the late seventeenth century through the debates
between archaists and innovators of the early nineteenth century. An essential addition to the library of any Russian scholar.
Updated for the first time in a decade, a deluxe, three-volume encyclopedia covers the entire Star Wars universe, including everything having
to do with the six films, radio dramas, books, comics, video games, and more, with information on the characters, production, special effects,
chronology, and the like, all enhanced with full-color illustrations.
The Complete Star Wars Encyclopedia: P-Z
The Art of Composing with Plainchant
Communities of Saint Martin
Paranormal Encounters in Iceland 1150–1400
Coasts of Korea and China
RAIDERS & REFUGEES
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